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Holly Yuan
Holly has been studying Chinese at EduExperts Albany centre
for over two years. She began f rom the very beginning with
Pinyin and simpliﬁed Chinese characters. Holly has made huge
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progress and can now write diary entries and create simple
stories in Chinese. Congratulations to Holly on achieving 100%
in the internationally recognized 2020 November HSK (Chinese
level) test. WELL DONE!
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Teacher‘s comments:
The ﬁrst time I met Holly, she was a shy and reserved student.
It was rare for her to say more than three words to me.
However, after two terms of studying at EduExperts, it was
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wonderful to see her
opening up and telling
the class about her day.
She is a hard-working
student and she always
completes her
homework to a high
standard. It was an
exciting moment when I
saw she scored 200/200
in the HSK test. I am so
proud of her. She is
deﬁnitely an outstanding
student and I enjoy
having her in my class.

  
1) One Tree Hill Seminar
2) HSK Results
3) NCT Results
4) Upcoming Events
5) Important Dates



It was with great excitement that EduExperts
held a pre-opening seminar for the new One
Tree Hill centre on the 23rd January. More than
60 parents and students attended the
seminar. Crimson CEO Jamie Beaton gave a
welcome speech and a brief introduction to
Crimson Education and EduExperts. He was
followed
by Jenny (EduExperts CEO), Lewis (Bestcoder
Head Teacher), and Paul (ChessPower CEO)
who all gave wonderful speeches on a variety
of interesting topics.
Around 40 students participated in the free
entrance tests and received professional
assessments from EduExperts consultants.
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In November 2020, 11 students from
EduExperts took part in the HSK test.
They achieved a 91% pass rate with two
students scoring 200/200.


Scratch Level 1 and Python Level 1 exams,
organized by BestCoder, supported by
EduExperts and in collaboration with the
NCT examination team, were successfully
completed on 13th December 2020.
Jacob Huangfu and Lucas Lin achieved the
highest scores in Python Level 1 and Scratch
Level 1 exams.





+ 13th Feb, Albany centre
“How HSPT Helps”
+ 13th Feb, Stoneﬁelds centre
“How HSPT Helps”
+ 21st Feb, St Lukes centre
“How HSPT Helps”

  
+ EduExperts Term 1 start: 9th Feb
+ Auckland Day: 1st Feb
+ Waitangi Day: 6th Feb
+ Waitangi Day Observed: 8th Feb
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EduExperts not only offers classes during term time but also in
the school holidays. There are four-holiday programmes
throughout the year. The ﬁrst is in January for a period of three
weeks, and the others are for a duration of two weeks in April,
July, and October, according to the school calendar year.
The January school holiday programme provides the perfect
opportunity for students to review what they learned the
previous year and introduces them to the new curriculum they
will be studying in the upcoming terms.
EduExperts’ holiday programme consists of high-quality
academic classes covering a wide variety of topic-oriented
lessons delivered across thirteen centres. For example, the
Speech & Debating classes have been running over the past few
weeks. Students are taught the skills to deliver interesting and
engaging speeches as well as given several opportunities to
practise in front of their classmates to improve their technique
and boost their conﬁdence.
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